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There has been a rapid intensification of Turkish relations with Turkic states in Central Asia and the Caucasus in the past decade. The creation of the Organization of Turkic States in 2021 was a major milestone, but in the bilateral realm a significant shift has taken place as the Turkish defense and security ties to regional states have intensified – particularly with Azerbaijan, with whom Turkey has a defense treaty, but also with Central Asian states. This development could be a net strategic gain for the West in an era of Great Power Competition, if appreciated rather than ignored and engaged rather than sidelined.

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, Turkish diplomacy has sought to transform relationships with the Turkic states of Central Asia and the Caucasus into a serious geopolitical enterprise. In the years immediately following the independence of these states (Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan) Ankara engaged in ambitious talk with meager results regarding pan-Turkic cooperation. None of the new states seemed keen to follow Ankara’s lead in regional diplomacy, the Turkish military and security services possessed little power projection capability or defense technology appropriate to their needs, and exiting the Russian sphere of economic and cultural influence proceeded slowly. Commentators in Turkiye, the Turkic...
states, and the West noted the yawning gap between aspiration and achievement.

The past decade has seen a renewed and far more successful, though still partial, effort to develop robust defense ties among the Turkic states. Five regional security dynamics motivated the several participants in this process to take it more seriously. First, economic and industrial development turned Turkiye into a G20 economy with a first-class defense industrial establishment, with widely-exported unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or “drones”) as the brand-defining product.\(^1\) Second, military reforms led to a more professional,\(^2\) lethal,\(^3\) and outwardly-oriented Turkish military establishment that could provide training, education, doctrine, and equipment to partner militaries struggling to replace Russia’s role in these areas. Third, Russia became more aggressive in re-asserting influence in post-Soviet Republics,\(^4\) launching wars against Georgia and Ukraine, supporting Armenian occupation of a fifth of Azerbaijan’s territory, and hinting at possible interventions elsewhere.\(^5\) Fourth, generational change in all six countries reduced elite and public perceptions that Russian leadership in the former Soviet space was natural or inevitable.\(^6\) Fifth, failure of the U.S.-led NATO effort to stabilize Afghanistan, coupled with the failure of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) to resolve conflicts among its members, made it clear that no external coalition or hegemon would be a security provider - and that the Turkic states would have to carry some of the load themselves.\(^7\)

This paper will examine the nodes and linkages in this thickening network to assess just how much military and security convergence has been achieved. Drone sales are far from the only form of cooperation: other strands include the training of OTS-member state personnel in Turkish military institutions, joint exercises, specialized training and advisory missions, and political-military
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consultations. The first and most mature case is Turkiye-Azerbaijan, a relationship which has been referred to as “one nation, two states, one army.”8 Kyrgyzstan provides another interesting case in that it has used Turkish military equipment in active combat against neighboring Tajikistan, unlike OTS states which have so far deployed and trained on such equipment for in peacetime only.9 The other countries of the OTS have cooperative programs at a far more preliminary stage of development, but progress has been evident and will be reviewed.10

After a fuller discussion of the regional dynamics that provided the context for defense convergence, the paper will examine each bilateral case. It will then lay out problematics and challenges related to the phenomenon, and likely implications for regional and international geopolitical balances and stability.

Critical Context: Regional Dynamics Changing in Central Asia

Somewhat counterintuitively, steps toward greater security cooperation have occurred in parallel to, but separately from, the political and cultural convergence achieved via the Organization of Turkic States (OTS). The main reason for this is the membership – for now – of various OTS members in countervailing alliances (NATO and CSTO). Turkiye is a primary military contributor to NATO. While Turkmenistan has refrained from joining alliances and Uzbekistan has withdrawn from CSTO, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan remain within the CSTO.

A multilateral military or security alliance at this stage would likely discomfit NATO, CSTO, Russia, or China, and perhaps all at once, without yet providing a guarantee of greater security.11 For that reason, military-to-military relationship building has been bilateral and outside of the framework of the OTS, which has focused instead on cultural, economic, and political convergence rather than security.12 The growth of the non-military OTS and the deepening of a network of separate bilateral military ties among the Turkic states both reflect the tension between Russia’s intent to maintain influence over the Central
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Asian states by keeping them weak and isolated, and the reality that Moscow’s grip is weakening in practical terms.

Ankara’s reconnaissance and strike drones represented a breakthrough because they were the first military system that could be offered to Turkic states at a better quality/price point than competitors, were at or near the frontier of current warfare technology, and could be integrated without requiring a complete overhaul of operational and logistical systems. The performance of Turkish drones in Libya, Syria, Nagorno-Karabagh, and Ukraine was enough to convince potential customers to invest in them. Turkish firms and officials adroitly turned sales into training, maintenance, and advisory presence - military diplomacy in the broad sense. Not only the sales but demonstrated Turkish commitment to stand by defense partners stoutly when they faced crises and conflicts catalyzed strategic convergence, which has caused concern in Moscow and Beijing. The changing nature of Turkish military forces from conscript-heavy and domestically-focused to more professionalized and expeditionary has made it easier to send detachments for training and exercises to the Turkic states, where their presence may cause less concern than Russian or other advisors would. Turkish Minister of Defense Yaşar Güler recently testified to the Turkish parliament that the balance between professional and conscript forces within the Turkish military has now reached parity (50/50).

Russia’s re-assertion in former Soviet Republics has changed the calculus of national leaders in the Turkic states, too. For Azerbaijan the issue dates to the early post-Soviet period: Russian troops aided and supported Armenian occupation of Azerbaijani territory in Nagorno-Karabagh and the seven surrounding districts. Russia launching wars in Georgia (2008) and Ukraine (2014 and 2022) has greatly deepened concerns that Russian leaders would not hesitate to launch new operations into the Turkic states on various pretexts. Even the CSTO mission dispatched – with rapidity – to help suppress protests against Kazakhstan’s President in January 2022 seems to have raised alarm bells over vul-
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nerabilities to the big neighbor, rather than gratitude for the speedy response. The Turkic republics appear to have concluded that they need a “third neighbor” besides Russia and China, and one with cultural ties and military prowess, fits the bill nicely.

Another factor creating openness to Turkic military cooperation has been the failure of U.S. will and capability to function as a regional security provider. The abrupt collapse of the 20-year U.S.-led stabilization effort in Afghanistan was a seminal moment in this process. Yet the relative low priority for the region for Washington, and the consequent growth of Chinese influence both predate the disaster in Kabul. It has been hard to discern a clear vision or statement of American interest, reducing the prospects for regional governments to seek security cooperation or geopolitical cooperation. In fact, several of the governments have labored, or still do labor, under a variety of U.S. sanctions. Most recently, the U.S. paused its relationship with Azerbaijan after it reasserted control over Nagorno-Karabagh, and may allow sanctions imposed in 1992 at the behest of the Armenian lobby, waived yearly since 2002, to resume.

It may be sound policy for the U.S. not to prioritize Central Asia, given its various interests in many other regions of the globe. Yet it is entirely feasible, at prudent cost for the U.S., to encourage these countries seek local security solutions, bringing in a NATO member to help the process. As S. Frederick Starr put it, “a discussion with the countries that honestly includes security, sovereignty, self-government and self-determination is what’s been missing.”

Finally, taboos that applied for Turkiye and for the post-Soviet Turkic states have greatly eroded over the past two decades. Under the AKP government of President Erdogan, Turkish foreign policy has become less risk-averse and more open to bilateral hard power interventions. For the younger generation of Central Asians, the idea of security dependence on Russia – or China, for that matter – seems less and less attractive. There may be a catalyst effect involved here, too, through the cultural and economic convergence of the OTS. Once non-security collective and multilateral cooperation has begun to seem “normal” for the current generation of national leaders and publics in the region, the evolutionary path to greater military and security cooperation becomes normalized as well.
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None of these factors incline the six states to pursue collective security in the full sense, but they do create fertile ground for growing bilateral co-operation in military, intelligence, and related fields. We are thus witnessing the emergence of a series of incremental, discrete security relationships below the threshold of collective security. There may not be a “Turan Army” in the works, but the series of thickening Turkish bilateral defense and security relationships with its cousins to the East has great geopolitical import, and the potential to grow in time to something more formal.24

Country by Country

Azerbaijan is sui generis for the degree of not just cooperation, but integration with the Turkish military and security services. After its early post-independence military proved unable to defend national territory against Armenian forces in the early 1990s, Baku essentially shifted from the Soviet model of training and operations to the Turkish model. Turkish trainers and equipment came to Azerbaijan, Azerbaijani officers studied in Turkish military schools, and the two sides paid close attention to joint doctrine and interoperability.25 These two states are more ethnically similar than either is with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, or Uzbekistan, with both rooted in the Oğuz ethnolinguistic group – this has led to popularization of the term “one nation, two states.” By 2020, the degree of military integration – and battlefield success – prompted some observers to modify this to “one nation, two states, one army.”26 Drones, ground vehicles, command and control systems, advisors, and logistical support all supplemented longstanding training and educational ties as Baku moved towards ejecting Armenian forces from Azerbaijani territory in 2020 and 2022.27

Kazakh President Kassy-Jomart Tokayev appears to have appreciated shortly after assuming power from predecessor Nursultan Nazarbayev the need to diversify his support base away from Nazarbayev loyalists domestically 28 and the CSTO regionally.29 His moment of epiphany with

Russia came during what the uprising or failed coup attempt that he survived with Russian assistance, but which Moscow did not seem distressed to see unfold.\textsuperscript{30} Tokayev has been forced to balance continued dependence, especially for trade, on Russia with growing popular disaffection for Putin and his war in Ukraine,\textsuperscript{31} and has taken small steps toward strategic de-alignment from Russia.\textsuperscript{32} The first real growth in military ties with Turkey came with a 2020 agreement for joint defense industrial projects.\textsuperscript{33} A protocol for intelligence cooperation was signed in 2022.\textsuperscript{34} Despite speculation in the West that the Russian “rescue” in 2022 might lead to deepened dependence and marginalize Turkish aspirations for a bigger role,\textsuperscript{35} Ankara’s patient and consistent approach led to a range of new projects and deals.\textsuperscript{36} By 2022, the two sides agreed on an enhanced strategic partnership,\textsuperscript{37} and Turkish drones are now being produced in Kazakhstan under license.\textsuperscript{38}

The trajectory of Kyrgyz-Turkish defense ties bears some resemblance to the early stages of the Azerbaijani case, in that Bishkek was faced with a threat to sovereign territory by a Russian-backed force that initially held the upper hand, in the shape of Tajikistan. During several rounds of border fighting in 2021 and 2022, Kyrgyz forces struggled to stop incursions by more heavily armed Tajik units.\textsuperscript{39} Bishkek has been preparing...
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for future potential clashes by expanding purchases of TB2 Bayraktar, Aksungur, and Anka drones from Ankara. The Kyrgyz also purchased Russian drones, and are presumably benefiting from the “whole package” approach (trainers, advisors, logistical and technical support) that Ankara uses elsewhere. With Russia devoting its military resources overwhelmingly to the war in Ukraine, Iran has stepped in as a patron of Dushanbe in this adversarial pairing, rendering Kyrgyz-Tajik tensions something of a proxy for broader Turkiye-Iran competition in Central Asia.

Turkmenistan has preferred an entirely non-aligned and unencumbered strategic orientation since independence, and its relationship with Turkiye has remained mostly economic and cultural. There have been fewer Turkmen cadets and other trainees at Turkish military institutions, as it has a relatively small military establishment and has thus far refrained from serious outreach or partnerships in the defense and security space. Yet there are signs this might be shifting to a more cooperative stance. After 2020 deals the Turkmen government expanded purchases of Turkish drones to its growing inventory of unmanned vehicles, which may lead to future deals and closer collaboration in training, logistics, and related fields.

Uzbekistan alone among the Turkic states has yet to purchase Turkish drones. Tashkent did, however, sign a 2022 defense cooperation agreement with Ankara that includes intelligence sharing, joint training, and logistics projects. A further protocol was announced in November 2022, adding military education and defense industrial cooperation to the agenda. Uzbekistan, while
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much more populous and militarily capable than Turkmenistan, is at a similar – very initial, but growing – stage of mil-to-mil ties with Turkiye.

Turkiye has more or less come to dominate the developing Central Asian drone market, but that is likely not the limit of ambition for Ankara, nor for its partners.\(^49\) The fuller potential for cooperation lies in the growth of military education exchanges, training and exercises, a broader range of equipment and defense technologies, and perhaps most importantly, development of common doctrine and operational approaches. Turkiye and Azerbaijan are already there; the other four will develop ties at variable speeds and may never reach the same degree of integration. But they are clearly involved in the same sort of process at differing scales. It seems likely that the defense/security integration of these states will permanently lag their cultural and economic integration efforts within the OTS. Yet even as the loosest tie that binds these countries, and one outside the OTS framework for the foreseeable future, the building out of this network is a strategic development worth watching.

**Implications for the West**

There are three main implications of these developments for Western strategists and policymakers. First, deepening Turkic cooperation in Central Asia and the Caucasus is a hedge against domination of the Eurasian “Heartland” by Russia, China, or Iran – a strategic tenet for Washington and the West for over one hundred years.\(^50\) Were these countries – together or severally – to develop significant security capabilities under the tutelage of Beijing or Moscow, there would be strategic risk for the U.S.; having them do it with a NATO partner presents more opportunity than risk. The opportunity comes as a bargain for Washington which has little desire for direct engagement – but can be a distant friend and supporter. This grouping of six states share more than ethnolinguistic heritage - they share a geopolitical alignment against Iranian hegemony, religiously-motivated terrorism, Russian meddling, and domination by China – an alignment that accords with U.S. interests. Deepening trade, cultural ties, and policy coordination among these states – buttressed by gradually growing security coordination – relieves the U.S. and its allies of a potential concern.\(^51\)

Second, the growth of security capabilities and coordination among these states has significant
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potential to bolster their internal stability. Bilateral and multilateral training and exchanges will produce more capable and professional military and security forces, better intelligence sharing will help identify and address emergent threats, and response assistance for internal unrest or natural disasters will potentially come from these mid-sized regional partners rather than Russia.

Third, and importantly for Washington and European capitals, anti-U.S. powers (China, Russia, and Iran) are not blind to these developments. The likelihood that they will seek to undermine, co-opt, or gain privileged / partnered access with the OTS – and with the emerging network of bilateral military partnerships – is high. As China and Russia invest money and soft power on trying to pull Turkie away from the West, their potential success means pulling this entire network of Turkic states further away, too. The West can and should encourage the growth of the OTS states as internally networked partners in trade, culture, regional diplomacy – and security. It should complement that by partnering itself with these countries through regional exercises, exchanges, disaster relief and, when appropriate, defense industrial cooperation. The rise of a Turkic security architecture, as well as a Turkic political and cultural bloc, in Central Asia and the Caucasus might be a net strategic gain for the West in an era of Great Power Competition, if appreciated rather than ignored and engaged rather than sidelined.52
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